Daily
Walk

Week 4: January 21–27

DAILY WALK—HOW TO USE GUIDE
The Daily Walk is built around the message series at Walla Walla University Church in conjunction with several other
Churches. Each week, we provide a daily Bible study that you can do by yourself, with your friends and family, or in
your life group. The studies are available both online and printed as a hard copy that you can collect at church the
week before the message is preached.

FORMAT
1.

Refresh: 2 Corinthians informs us that the Holy Spirit leads us to truth, so we pray for His guidance before we
begin to read or reflect.

2. Read: Each day, you will read the passage of the week in a diﬀerent translation or paraphrase. These are
provided through online links. The references are provided in the hard copy, but you will need to invest in three
versions of the Bible in order to find them this way. As you read, take note of 1–3 insights or questions. These can
be used in addition to or instead of the recalibrate questions provided.
3. Reflect: Context is critical, and we will provide some—along with possible applications that will help you as you
try to determine the message God has for you through the passages you’ve read.
4. Recalibrate: These suggested questions seem worth processing, but do not feel pressured to answer or address
all of them. Some are practical and focused on family and children. You may also come up with questions of your
own that are more relevant to your life and situation.
5. Respond: Close each study with prayer and a challenge for how you will apply what you’ve learned to your circle
(those closest to you) and community (those you interact with at work, school, etc.).
6. Research: If you have time, we provide a few suggestions for further study. We also include a reading list for the
sermon series.

FOUNDATION
Developing a sermon series requires endless hours of careful prayer, study, research, and conversation. Even so, a
sermon has limits in terms of how much it can address. Some of you are keen to extend the sermon topic much
further, going into greater depth than can typically be accomplished in 30–40 minutes. Begin by reading the Bible
broadly. Look for connections between the story you are studying and other Bible stories. Use the cross references
in the margins of your Bible to explore the possible applications of each text. Read the relevant sections of 2–3
Bible commentaries. Listen to a variety of sermons addressing the subject area to discover the interpretations and
insights diﬀerent speakers have brought to the text. If you find a great book on the subject, look at the author’s list
of references for more books and articles you could explore.

FAITH
Your faith will grow and you will become stronger disciples of Jesus through engaging in daily Bible study. The
more time you spend in the Word (Bible), the more it will point you to the Truth (Jesus).
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SERIES INTRODUCTION
From the very beginning of time, from before human beings existed or time was even a construct, the three
members of the Godhead (Father, Son, and Spirit) dreamed of a story that would continue throughout eternity. This
story is what Paul would later refer to as the “eternal purpose” (Ephesians 3:11). Frank Viola suggests, in the opening
chapter of his book The Untold Story of the New Testament Church, that we were created to continue this story. He
writes:
“. . . God wills to produce a community on earth that will reflect the community that is found among the
Father, the Son, and the Spirit.” (p. 27)
Yet every single day, when we look around the world in which we live, we are confronted by horror. This horror is not
only taking place in distant war-torn countries, but often appears on our doorsteps. Is this what the Kingdom of
God looks like? Is this how the story is supposed to progress? What is the meaning of Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross if
it makes no tangible diﬀerence in this suﬀering world? These are normal questions to ask—but our questions can’t
stop here. If we shift the focus of our questions just a little, very diﬀerent answers begin to emerge. Could it be, for
instance, that we are not yet able to see the incredible shift that took place when Jesus ascended to heaven? Is it
possible that we have not individually connected to the Spirit of God that makes us able to detect the surprising
and shocking transformations taking place all around us? Could it be that we have not heeded all that God has
called us to become as precious people created in His image?
While we will not cover the whole book of Acts in this sermon series, you will likely find it diﬃcult to resist reading
all the chapters. Over the next three months—in this sermon series and the one that follows it—you will be greatly
challenged to find your own role in continuing the shared story of humanity here on earth. Something amazing
happened in the first few years of the early Church that continues to send shock waves through the earth. This story
is part of your life today. It is not just about what happens here on earth, but also about what happens in the
Universe as a whole. This story is about the power of the Cross. This story is about the presence of the Spirit in our
lives.
The primary question we will investigate over the next three months is “How is Jesus continuing His work
of redemption through the Church?” We look forward to exploring this question together in our local communities
through two sermon series: “The Mvmnt,” is a six-week series exploring what is missing in our faith journey, and
“Advancing” is a seven-week series on how to move forward.
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Series: The Mvmnt
Message: A Holy Jesus Community
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Acts for Everyone, Part One: Chapters 1–12 by N. T. Wright
Acts for Everyone, Part Two: Chapters 13–28 by N. T. Wright
Acts: Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary by J. Bradley Chance
Acts: Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament by Eckhard J. Schnabel
A Theology of the Holy Spirit by Frederick Dale Bruner
Following Jesus: Disciple-Making and Movement-Building by Peter Roennfeldt
Good Faith by David Kinnaman & Gabe Lyons
Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching by William H. Willimon
Preaching by Timothy Keller
The Acts of the Apostles by William Barclay
The Acts of the Apostles by Ellen G. White
The Challenge of Jesus by N. T. Wright
The Rise of Network Christianity by Brad Christerson and Richard Flory
The Untold Story of the New Testament Church by Frank Viola
Toxic Christianity by Robert D. Lupton

CONTRIBUTORS
Preacher: Japhet De Oliveira
Reflection: Alex Bryan
Live Wonder: Zan Long
Live Adventure: Zan Long
Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert
Editor: Becky De Oliveira
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 21, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 4:32: “All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of their
possessions was their own, but they shared everything they had.”
Parents teach children from an early age to share. Siblings are taught that while toys may have private ownership
(“That baseball bat is your toy, William,” or “That unicycle belongs to you, Audrey”) there is also an expectation to
oﬀer up each toy for others to enjoy. These instructions given to little humans are meant to carry over into the way
we live with one another as adults. We frown on people who will not loan a shovel to a next door neighbor, who will
not oﬀer a room to a (known) traveller or a car ride to someone who has endured a flat tire.
But here in Acts 4 it seems the Spirit of Jesus is pushing the church far beyond norms of politeness or minimal
expectations for “good” human behavior. Materials possessions are no longer understood as privately owned, but
rather fully shared in common. And the scope is striking: everything. All that I have is now all that we have. All that
you have is now all that we have.
What does this mean for those of us who live in a society organized around private property? I heard Pastor Rick
Warren once express something along these lines: “Communism says ‘what’s yours is mine’ and capitalism says
‘what’s mine is mine’ while Christianity says ‘what’s mine is yours.’” I like that. In other words, the spirit of holding
everything in common, of truly sharing the materials and resources that God has provided, comes from the heart. It
is not forced; it comes from the free will. And, most notably, the impetus for this attitude is a recognition that all
belongs to God and we are merely stewards. And so I see my house, my car, my clothes, my bank account,
everything I have, as His. And this makes all the diﬀerence.
Recalibrate: When we begin to act as though everything we have belongs to God, how does it change our outlook
toward the things we “own”?
Respond: Ask God to begin molding your heart to view your possessions as gifts from Him that you can use to help
others.
Research: People these days are crazed with all types of technologically-driven sharing: sharing videos, photos,
notes, clever articles, political views, dog walks, vacation rooms, rides to work, Ubers, and even their actual cars—
but this “new” type of sharing seems to only perpetuate our selfish “me first” culture. Itemize your life and take a
deep look into how you can use the gifts that God has bestowed on you to help others on a daily basis.
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose
Every new day is a place to share the good things around us. Can you see some
good things, flowers, puppies, babies? Sharing is how we show what is on and in
our hearts. What are you sharing today?
Sharing is tough. It’s not easy to give something you love to someone else. This is
what God did for us. He gave us Jesus. The question is what are we going to do
with Jesus. Are we keeping Him to ourselves or are we sharing Him? Think today
about what things you like to share and are there things you do not like to share.
What makes the diﬀerence?
When you look around your neighborhood, school, or church, what kind of needs
do people have? At the end of Acts 4, we see that everyone has enough food and
clothing, everyone is taken care of. Find a way to take care of someone’s needs
today. Share your lunch, donate some clothes, do something you don’t have to do
to help someone else.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 22, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in the New Living Translation (NLT). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 4:32–35. What fundamental belief set Christianity in motion? Was it the miraculous virgin
birth of Jesus? Was it the powerful miracles performed by Jesus? Was it His one-of-a-kind moral teaching? Was it
His description of God as a loving Father? Was it the suﬀering of Christ? Or perhaps it was His cruel death on a
Roman cross?
While all of these are important, it is likely (and almost certain) that there would be no Christian movement at all if
not for the belief in one particular event. The burial of Jesus had also buried the hopes of His followers, the
disciples. Like so many other false “messiahs” who met their demise at the strong and violent hand of the Roman
Empire, it seemed the three-year campaign of Jesus would merely be a (minor) footnote in Judean history.
But then something happened: the grave was reported empty and Jesus was said to be alive again. He was seen
and touched by many witnesses. Hundreds of eyewitness testified that they had seen Him—and He appeared on
multiple occasions. This changed everything. The resurrection of Jesus Christ ignited the new church.
The resurrection was preached by the apostles and a resurrection community was built. Belief that death did not
have the last word arose; a conviction that Jesus was the “first” of those who would rise from the dead emerged. An
eschatology of hope infused the young congregation. And what did this life-over-death doctrine produce? A war
against poverty; a campaign against want! The most natural activity for those who claimed resurrection was helping
people in the throws of death (poverty) experience new life (food).
Good Adventism is always about daily resurrections—bringing people to life.
Recalibrate: What are some resurrections (areas that need to be brought to life) you need this week?
Respond: Pray for Jesus to give you joy in His life and resurrection.
Research: Look up what other religions believe about Jesus’ resurrection and compare and contrast it to what the
Bible says and what you believe.
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose
Holding tight is what we do when we are afraid. We hold tight onto Daddy’s hand
when we are scared and Mommy holds our hands tight when we are crossing the
road. When we know we are safe, wrapped in love, we can let go and enjoy our
day. Holding your child’s hand today know that love conquers fear. God loves our
babies more than we can possibly imagine and He holds them in His heart.
When Jesus was here He showed everyone what it was like to live a life loving
people. He shared His food, His friends, and His life with people that no one else
would share with. How can we share Jesus without using any words, at home, in
the playground, or on the bus?
In the time when Acts was written, land meant power. The more land you owned,
the more powerful you were. Barnabas sold his field and gave the money over to
the apostles to help others. In other words, Barnabas saw the needs of others as
more important than power. What’s something that makes you feel powerful? How
important is that thing that makes you feel powerful? What would you be willing
to give up to help others?
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 23, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in The Message (MSG). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 4:36–37. The Levite in Jesus’ story of the “Good Samaritan” doesn’t come out looking so
good. You remember the story: A good Jewish man is robbed on the road and left to die. A “righteous” priest and a
“respectable” Levite pass by oﬀering useless pity, but no life-saving ministry. The Levite, who by definition is
supposed to minister to people on God’s behalf, who by job expectation was supposed to connect hurting people
to a healing God, did nothing.
Along comes Joseph to rescue the reputation of the Levites. Joseph (like so many other New Testament characters)
had a nickname: Barnabas. And what does Barnabas mean? “Son of Encouragement.” By contrast, James and John
had been given the nickname “Sons of Thunder”—meaning their father was either very loud and boisterous or it
seemed their very DNA was boom, boom, boom all the time.
So here is Joseph—Barnabas, the son of encouragement. I don’t think this means his dad’s name was actually
“encouragement,” nor that his dad was an encouraging fellow (though this may have been the case). Rather, it
seems the DNA of our “Barnabas” was that of an encourager, a comforter, a supporter, the kind of person who lifts
other people up. And in this context we see Joseph “going big” in his eﬀorts to encourage others—selling a piece of
property so that the money could be used to help others.
This got me to thinking about a couple questions: (1) If I, if you, had a nickname that indicated personality,
character, known commitments, what would that nickname be? Who would you be the son or daughter of? (2)
Would I, would you, be known as the “oﬀspring of encouragement”? If not the son or daughter, would we at least be
grandson, granddaughter, nephew, niece, or even distant relative?
I think the church would be a much better community if we all became more like this Levite. Joseph . . . Barnabas . . .
Son of Encouragement.
Recalibrate: What would you like to be known for?
Respond: Pray that above all, you will be known as someone who is in a growing relationship with Jesus.
Research: What does your name mean? Why are names in the Bible so important?
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Sharing a cuddle, holding hands, and sitting close together are all ways of
showing and sharing love. Take time today speak love in action over and
around your child. Imagine how you child will remember you when they are
your age now.
How do your friends describe you? Are you the good listener, the sporty one,
the grumpy one, or the sleepy one? How would you like your friends to
describe you? In Acts 4:36–37, how is Joseph (Barnabas) described? What
was Joseph (Barnabas) sharing?
The couple, Ananias and Sapphira, were not like Barnabas. Instead of giving all
the money they got from selling their land, they only gave the apostles part of
it. Maybe they were trying to be smart with their money to make sure they
never went hungry, or maybe they had a hard time giving up power and
trusting that God would take care of their needs. Do you ever have a hard
time trusting God to take care of you? Why?
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 5:1–11. Who says all the rough and tumble stories are in the Old Testament? Here we discover
a “blast from the past.” God is in no mood to entertain bad behavior and He deems it so problematic that not one
but two human beings experience instantaneous cardiac arrest. So what was the crime?
First, we see that deception is in the air. Ananias and Sapphira lie. I’m not sure we see this “sin” as such a big deal
anymore. We talk about facts, alternative facts, new and fake news, two sides to every story, one way of looking at
it, shading the truth, saying something and then “walking it back a bit” and on it goes. In our political culture,
popular culture, and even church culture, it seems the having an authentic “take” or “opinion” or “perspective” is all
that really matters. Being “true to yourself” or “true to your convictions” makes us valued as people of integrity.
But is this really the case? Is sincerity the mark of honesty? Are good intentions a proper substitute for bland, plainold integrity? Is “calling like it is” really okay when “it” isn’t how you’ve “called” it?
I think Ananias and Sapphira were fully convinced in their mind that they were telling the truth. They had
rationalized (logically worked it out in their own heads) that the report they were giving was accurate. They were, in
fact, giving “all the proceeds” they intended to give.
The second crime, I think, might even be more problematic than the first. That is, they were damaging the spirit of
free-flowing generosity that marked the early church. As we have seen, people viewed everything they had as
shared goods to be used in common, owned by God Himself. I suspect the value was so important to the Holy Spirit
that this direct violation of it had to be dealt with swiftly and in a way that would get the community’s attention. I
can’t explain how and why God acts with lethal force, but I can see here that decisive action was His best wisdom.
And it had the intended impact: people were terrified. I wonder if such fear exists today.
Recalibrate: What is a situation in your life that you’ve rationalized like Ananias and Sapphira did?
Respond: Pray for a pure heart.
Research: Watch Julia Galef’s TED Talk: “Why You Think You’re Right—Even If You’re Wrong.”
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose
Grab a piece of fruit, maybe a banana or an apple, and have a good look at it. How
sad is it when we bite into an apple and it’s yukky and rotten inside? Or when the
banana is all mushy. The fruit looked so good, but it was yukky on the inside. God
calls us to live good from the inside out. Make some fruit salad with your child or
pick some fruit from a tree or from the store. Talk about how God knows us from
the inside out and He still loves us.
The story is told of two people who lied to the apostles in Act 5:1–11 They said they
were giving everything, but they weren’t really. They had not given all when they
said they would. These two got found out and boy, oh, boy, what happened to
them makes me always want to tell the truth! How can you give your all today? All
your energy. All your words. All your actions.To help the people around you?
Do you think if Ananias and Sapphira told Peter the truth they wouldn’t have died?
Jesus knows we all make mistakes and do things that aren’t right, but when we
don’t admit that what we did is wrong and keep the power to ourselves, that is a
problem. Jesus wants us to live by His life, love, and power. Today when you pray,
be honest with Jesus about the mistakes you’ve made this week and ask Him for
His power in your life.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 25, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in the New International Version (NIV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 5:12–14. More and more. What a wonderfully American ideal. More and more—the whole
world, it seems, has been evangelized by this grand doctrine of the United States of America. Capitalism wants
more. The market wants more. Consumerism insists upon more. And I was taught as a young pastor—more, more,
more. Church growth is the end-all, be-all. Evangelism is all about numerical growth, packing in more people, count
the crowds, count the oﬀering . . . wow, isn’t Pastor Smith amazing, his church is growing! And how about our
denomination, we are the . . . fasted growing . . . church in the universe!
What are we to make of the growth in Acts? How should we understand the addition of adherents then and there
with some of the destructive attitudes about growing things which I have described above?
If you have time to read the book of Acts through I suspect you will find no instance where the church is obsessed
with quantity, but many instances where the young congregation is fully committed to quality. In other words, the
church was committed to preaching, teaching, feeding, healing, forgiving, confessing, sharing, and lifting one
another and the world around them. Growth happened, but it wasn’t the focus; it wasn’t even the goal. In fact, verse
13 indicates the church was expressly uninterested in easy growth. “Nevertheless” the church grew (verse 14).
I suspect we’d be a much healthier church in the 21st century if we committed ourselves to developing Christian
qualities, faithfully growing internally, and letting the external growth “be what will be.” David was chastised for
counting his armies—perhaps a lesson in the sort of hubris that comes in wanting to claim “size.”
The church in Acts did indeed grow. But that was fruit, not seed.
Recalibrate: What are some things you find yourself wanting “more” of in your life, from your family, your job, your
church?
Respond: Pray for contentment in your life. Ask for peace and joy in what you have.
Research: Read Amitai Etzioni’s article on HuﬀPost: “The Crisis of American Consumerism.”
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose
You can never have too many hugs, kisses, long afternoons playing with your
kids or early morning cook-ups of never ending breakfasts. God gives all good
things and when we share these moments with our children they learn that
more love is always good.
Sharing is something you can get so good at if you want too. Sharing is a way
of thinking that whatever I have, God has given me to give to you— Unless, of
course, we are talking about chicken pox or the flu. Every good thing is from
God and He gave it to us to share. Can you make a list of all the good things
you can share?
Think of the time you were the most sick you have ever been. Was it the
stomach flu? Food poisoning? The chicken pox? Being sick is miserable. You
don’t want anyone to see you when you’re that sick. When you start feeling
better, it’s like you’re a whole new person. Can you imagine how the people
who were healed felt after getting better immediately? If you’re feeling sick
today, physically, mentally, or emotionally, ask Jesus for healing and comfort.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 2018
Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character
to be revealed.
Read: Acts 4:32–5:16 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.
Reflect: Focus on Acts 5:15–16. Mark 4:35 indicates a three-fold ministry of Jesus: preaching, teaching, and healing.
The 2,000-year-old story of the Christian Church, under the leadership of the Holy Spirit, the Scriptures, and the
example of Jesus, shows obedience to this original vision.
There are houses with steeples scattered about the globe; houses of worship, cathedrals, sanctuaries, fellowship
halls, and churches. The Church of Jesus Christ has established places where preaching will be heard, where pulpits
will broadcast the gospel, where sermons will remind people of “the old time religion” and the beauty of Christian
grace.
There are houses with school bells mounted overhead. A ministry of Christian education circles the globe. Both
Catholic and Protestant traditions have a rich investment in primary, secondary, and faith-based higher education.
Nearly all the great institutions of learning (at least in the Western world) find their roots in Christian impulses.
And then there are houses with helicopter pads on the roof. Hospitals. These places house the human craftsmanship
of physicians, nurses, therapists, pharmacists, surgeons and dietitians, preventative care doctors and emergency
doctors, and chaplains to pray for healing and to pray amid life’s final hours.
The first Christians did all three: preaching, teaching, and healing. But it was this final work—taking orders from the
Great Physician—that put the Christians on the map of the Roman Empire more than any other. Christians were
known to step into crises, even amid dangerous situations such as the plague. Christians were known to heal the
wounded, even those who did not claim the cross. Christians were known to grieve for and bury the dead with
respect and dignity. Their practice of grace gained the attention of the Caesars.
The Christians were known as the folks to whom you “brought your sick”—and healing, hope, and life were found.
Let us not forget the work of making men whole.
Recalibrate: Have you ever avoided someone who was sick (mentally, physically, emotionally spiritually)?
Respond: Pray for Jesus to bring healing to your life so that you might be able to bring healing to others.
Research: Read Jesse Carey’s article on Relevant magazine’s website: “What the Bible Says About How to Treat
Refugees.”
Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose
Did you hurt yourself today? Did you fall over or bump your head? Whom did
you run to? Who kissed it better or gave you hug? Know that God longs to be
the One you run to. He sees and hears all your hurts and longs to make them
better with you.
So here is the thing. The better we get at sharing, the more God gives us to
share. When we can share kind words and use hands that help and run to help
each other. God helps us get better at that so we can do that again and again.
Can you draw a picture of what sharing looks like to you?
When we think of sharing, we often think of things that we can share: food,
money, our phone charger . . . but sharing isn’t always done with things. What
is something you can share with others that isn’t tangible? Look up a really
funny joke and share it with a few people today to make them laugh. Kindness,
smiles, and laughter are things we all can share regardless of how much money
we have.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 2018
We hope that you enjoy the message at Walla Walla University Church today. Consider joining one of our
many Sabbath School or Bible Study Groups that meet around campus at or around10:30am (see our bulletin for
exact schedules, wwuchurch.com/bulletin).
Saturday morning schedule
9:30am - First Serve worship service in the sanctuary
10:30am - Sabbath School Classes
11:45am - Second Service in the sanctuary, and streaming live at wwuchurch.com
Other ways to engage:
1. Online Daily Walk: www.wwuchurch.com/#daily
2.
3.
4.
5.

Live Stream: wwuchurch.com or https://livestream.com/accounts/7962515
Archive of service: www.wwuchurch.com/worship-service-archive
Questions or more information? Email church@wallawalla.edu
Want to join a local small group? Email alareece.collie@wallawalla.edu
or visit: wwuchurch.com/small-groups

6.
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